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I. INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, many scholars and commentators have tried to answer the question, “Where do we go from here?” Although varying answers have been proposed, ranging from more magnet schools to increased funding of underperforming schools, many school administrators who are committed to achieving and maintaining racially diverse student bodies have decided to expand their definition of diversity to include the students’ socioeconomic status. This Essay will address the constitutionality of using class as a measure of diversity under the Roberts Court’s interpretation of equal protection, as well as the viability of such initiatives to achieve diversity goals.

Due to the resegregation trend currently plaguing many public schools, an astounding number of African-American and Hispanic children attend racially segregated schools. Scholars such as Charles Ogletree and Leland Ware have concluded that many schools—especially those located in urban communities—are...
more segregated today than they were prior to the Brown v. Board of Education decision. Unfortunately, as the levels of minority enrollment increase, so do the levels of student poverty. As one commentator reported, “In 87% of schools that are over 90% minority (African-American and Hispanic), over half of the students come from families living in poverty.” These realities are particularly disturbing when one considers the often insurmountable obstacles that students in minority- and poverty-concentrated schools must overcome to achieve academic success. Such challenges include deteriorating school facilities, lack of financial resources, less experienced and qualified teachers, and fewer college preparatory courses. Negative peer influences, lowered teacher expectations, and less parental involvement also hinder the academic achievements of students attending such schools. Advocates, such as Richard Kahlenberg, have encouraged school administrators to pursue socioeconomic school integration to combat these challenges and to achieve racially diverse student bodies.

II. The Alternative of Socioeconomic Integration

Socioeconomic integration, or “class-based” student assignment plans, seek to create middle class schools by minimizing the concentration of low-income students in any given school. Instead of classifying and assigning students to schools based on their race, such plans consider students’ socioeconomic status—such as students’ eligibility to receive free and reduced-price lunch—when making student assignment decisions. For example, in the case of the Seattle plan, instead of employing a racial tiebreaker when determining students’ assignments
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to oversubscribed schools, school officials could have granted an admission preference to those students whose socioeconomic status would have helped achieve socioeconomic diversity. Similarly, in Louisville, instead of limiting African-American enrollment to at least fifteen percent and no more than fifty percent, school administrators could have limited enrollment to at least fifteen percent and no more than fifty percent of low-income students. To accomplish this very goal, the superintendent in Jefferson County, Kentucky, has proposed a revised student assignment plan that combines socioeconomic measures—determined by “neighborhoods that have income and education levels below the district average”—and racial diversity measures—determined by neighborhoods that have a high concentration of minority residents.

By not classifying or assigning students on the basis of race, class-based measures may avoid the heightened and often fatal standards of strict scrutiny, because the Supreme Court does not presently recognize economic status or wealth as a suspect class. Therefore, such measures may only have to pass rational basis review, which would require school officials to show that their use of class-based assignments is rationally related to a legitimate state interest. Arguably, using class-based measures to achieve the educational and societal benefits of socioeconomically diverse student bodies—improved educational outcomes, recruitment and retention of highly qualified teachers, greater parental involvement, and heightened educational aspirations—would meet this constitutional test.

For many proponents of race-neutral alternatives, being subject to rational basis review is a significant advantage of socioeconomic integration. However, one must be mindful that although class-based plans do not utilize racial classifications, they may nevertheless be subject to strict scrutiny if found to be motivated by a
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racially discriminatory purpose. According to the Supreme Court's equal protection jurisprudence, a discriminatory purpose can consist of an attempt to benefit racial minority groups. Therefore, although facially race-neutral, the Court may subject socioeconomic integration efforts to strict scrutiny if schools employ such efforts as a proxy for race to achieve and maintain the benefits associated with racially diverse student bodies.

The possibility of strict scrutiny review, however, is unlikely when one considers Justice Kennedy's concurring opinion in Parents Involved. Not only does Justice Kennedy recognize two additional compelling interests in the context of race and education—the avoidance of racial isolation and the achievement of a diverse student body—but he also encourages school officials to employ “race-conscious measures” to pursue these interests. Justice Kennedy even goes so far as to opine that race-conscious measures such as “strategic site selection of new schools” and consideration of neighborhood demographics for the purposes of drawing school boundaries likely would not evoke strict scrutiny. While such measures are clearly race-conscious, they do not classify or define students on the basis of race. In denouncing color-blindness as “a universal constitutional principle,” Justice Kennedy recognizes the regretful truth that race still matters in our society and rejects the plurality’s contention that school officials must ignore this reality when implementing educational policies.

When considered in conjunction with the conclusions drawn by the four dissenting Justices in Parents Involved, Justice Kennedy’s dicta in the case may prove to be the prevailing, majority view regarding the constitutionality of using facially race-neutral measures such as class-based student assignment plans to achieve the benefits of diversity. Similar to Justice Kennedy’s suggested race-conscious measures that are designed to “bring[] together students of diverse backgrounds and races,” socioeconomic integration efforts attempt to achieve the educational and societal benefits of a diverse student body without classifying or
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treating students differently on the basis of their race. Although socioeconomic integration efforts are conscious of the interrelationship between class, poverty, and race in our society, they do not rely on an individual student’s race when making a student assignment decision as did the plans in Seattle and Louisville. Therefore, such race-neutral means should be constitutionally permissible to achieve the compelling interests sanctioned by Justice Kennedy and the dissenters in Parents Involved.

III. POSSIBLE SUPREME COURT REACTION TO CLASS-BASED PLANS

Despite this Essay’s attempt to couch class-based measures in terms of the approved methods endorsed by Justice Kennedy, Justice Kennedy’s failure to include class-based student assignment plans in his list of constitutionally permissible race-conscious measures is noteworthy. Although the consideration of socioeconomic status in student assignment decisions is not a nationally widespread practice, one could assume, considering the numerous articles and commentary that have been published on the subject, Justice Kennedy was aware of this alternative method for making student assignments. Furthermore, at least two amicus briefs filed in support of the petitioners in Parents Involved referred to the consideration of socioeconomic status as a potential race-neutral alternative.
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Why did Justice Kennedy not include class-based student assignment plans in his list of approved measures? Perhaps the answer lies in the individual classification component that often characterizes such plans.

Unlike the five race-conscious measures included in Justice Kennedy's list of permissible means to achieve diversity benefits, many class-based student assignment plans require schools to individually classify and assign students on the basis of their socioeconomic status. As previously mentioned, under a class-based plan, school officials may designate that no school will have a student population that is more than fifty percent low-income, as commonly measured by students' eligibility to receive free and reduced-price lunch. To achieve this goal, school officials would classify individual students as "low-income" or "non-low-income." School boards would then use these classifications or labels to determine to which schools they assign particular students. Such individual labels are not necessary when school officials decide to build a new school in a racially diverse neighborhood or when they decide to draw attendance zones based on the racial makeup of particular neighborhoods. While a particular neighborhood may be characterized as low-income or minority, the individual students are not. The student assignment decision is based on the characterization of a particular geographic area, not the characterization of a particular person.

Perhaps Justice Kennedy considers the classification of an individual student as "low-income" to be akin to school officials "[a]ssigning to each student a personal designation according to a crude system of individual racial classifications." When such designations take place in the context of race, Justice Kennedy concludes that courts must employ some sort of heightened judicial scrutiny to determine the constitutionality of such decisionmaking. Perhaps he thinks the same is true in the context of class. Perhaps Justice Kennedy believes that classifying and labeling children on the basis of class would not quite evoke strict scrutiny, but instead some sort of robust rational basis review or quasi-intermediate scrutiny.

Or perhaps such conclusions are reading something into nothing and a more likely conclusion to draw from Justice Kennedy's lack of discussion of class-based measures is that he simply was not very concerned about such measures or their constitutionality, or he simply chose not to specifically address them in his opinion. It is impossible to know the significance, if any, of Justice Kennedy's omission of class-based measures from his suggestions of constitutionally permissible means. However, one can conclude from the language included in his concurrence that
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he, along with the four dissenting justices, encourage and support school officials’ efforts to achieve the benefits of racially diverse student bodies through the utilization of race-conscious measures that do not classify or select students on the basis of race. Because socioeconomic integration arguably fits into this category of measures, one can also conclude that these five Justices would also support class-based plans.

IV. SOCIOECONOMIC DIVERSITY VS. RACIAL DIVERSITY

When considering the viability of socioeconomic integration efforts as an effective means of achieving diversity goals, one must first identify which diversity goals she is attempting to achieve. If the goal is to increase levels of economic diversity, then limiting concentrations of low-income students will obviously help achieve this goal. Some advocates and researchers propose that schools should focus their efforts on achieving economic integration due to the fact that the socioeconomic makeup of students’ families and schools, not racial diversity, are the most important predictors of academic achievement. Case studies have shown that students attending schools that engaged in both racial and economic integration efforts have experienced greater academic achievement than those students attending racially diverse yet low-income schools. If positive peer influences, active parental involvement, and heightened academic and career aspirations positively correlate with both academic success and socioeconomic status, then perhaps the creation of middle class schools is a goal worth pursuing. Seeking to achieve the educational and societal benefits of socioeconomic diversity could also further shield class-based plans from heightened constitutional scrutiny if school officials’ actions become motivated by these benefits rather than the benefits of racial diversity.

If one is attempting to increase the number of racial minority students attending a particular school, then relying on measures of class would generally not be as effective as the direct consideration of race in student assignments. Even advocates of class-based integration efforts concede that such efforts do not result in the same levels of racial diversity as racial considerations. However, due to the existing
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racial gaps and disparities related to socioeconomic status, assigning students to schools based on their socioeconomic status often does disproportionately affect minority students and result in racial diversity—albeit less racial diversity than that achieved under race-based plans.

Proponents of race-based measures argue that educating students in less racially-diverse learning environments will greatly hinder schools’ attempts to achieve the societal and democratic benefits that are often associated with racial integration. Students learning in racially isolated environments are not afforded opportunities for cross-racial or cross-cultural understanding and are not adequately prepared to function as global citizens in our increasingly diverse society. Despite these laudable benefits of racial diversity, school officials are wise to pursue other measures, such as socioeconomic integration, that are less subject to constitutional and political attack.
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V. CONCLUSION

Although this Essay hypothesizes that a majority of the current members of the Court would uphold class-based plans that seek to achieve the benefits of racial diversity, no one knows who the future members of the Court will be or if they would follow Justice Kennedy’s assessment of the constitutionality of certain race-conscious plans. We also do not know Justice Kennedy’s views on the use of class-based measures that classify students on the basis of socioeconomic status. In light of these uncertainties, this Essay would cautiously advise school officials, scholars, and researchers to create student assignment measures that neither classify nor select students on the basis of race or class. Instead, student assignment plans should classify neighborhoods based on their socioeconomic status and draw school boundaries accordingly to achieve the educational and societal benefits of socioeconomic diversity.

Pressing forward, school officials should be mindful that as our society increasingly stratifies on the basis of race and class, the ability to achieve meaningful levels of any kind of diversity—absent extreme and widely unpopular measures such as busing—will become more and more difficult. The unfortunate result will be increased concentrations of minority and poor students in all-too-often failing schools. Many school districts throughout the country have already experienced this tragic reality. As schools pursue their diversity goals, they must not abandon the needs and interests of students who find themselves in primarily low-income and minority schools. Schools should employ system-wide measures that go beyond the pursuit of diversity to ensure that all students are provided equal educational opportunities notwithstanding the racial or socioeconomic makeup of their schools.
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